Stability of a Class of Multiagent Tracking Systems With Unstable Subsystems.
In this paper, we predeploy a large number of smart agents to monitor an area of interest. This area could be divided into many Voronoi cells by using the knowledge of Voronoi diagram and every Voronoi site agent is responsible for monitoring and tracking the target in its cell. Then, a cooperative relay tracking strategy is proposed such that during the tracking process, when a target enters a new Voronoi cell, this event triggers the switching of both tracking agents and communication topology. This is significantly different from the traditional switching topologies. In addition, during the tracking process, the topology and tracking agents switch, which may lead the tracking system to be stable or unstable. The system switches either among consecutive stable subsystems and consecutive unstable subsystems or between stable and unstable subsystems. The objective of this paper is to design a tracking strategy guaranteeing overall successful tracking despite the existence of unstable subsystems. We also address extended discussions on the case where the dynamics of agents are subject to disturbances and the disturbance attenuation level is achieved. Finally, the proposed tracking strategy is verified by a set of simulations.